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1. Zowns Overview 

What is “Zowns”? 

Zowns is a location-based service for the iPhone and Android smartphones.  These 

phones can be said to be the first generation of true “convergence” devices that 

incorporate a wide variety of services in a small, handheld platform.  Over the past few 

years, there has been an explosion of application development around their multiple 

capabilities.  Zowns specifically focuses on utilizing the user’s real-time location 

information via the phone’s GPS hardware.  Users create “Zowns” which are circular 

areas surrounding a single point on a map.  Zowns can be small (a minimum of 30 meters 

in diameter) or large (whole cities or even countries, depending on hardware).  Using a 

simple set of commands, users then add the capability to send messages to any member 

of the Zown who moves into its range.  This base functionality can be utilized in a 

remarkable variety of applications. 

Examples of Zowns usage 

Personal Reminders   

 Stop by the Store – You need to buy a garden hose but rarely make a deliberate 

trip to the hardware store.  You create a 1-mile Zown around your local hardware 

store.  Whenever you enter the Zown, it sends you this message:  “You’re near the 

hardware store!  Pick up that hose if you have time.” 

 I’m Nearby Alert - You want to be told when your spouse is getting close to 

home at the end of the day.  You create a 5-mile Zown around your home that 

sends you both a notice between the hours of 5 – 7 pm each weekday when you 

are both present in the Zown:  “Almost home – see you in 15 minutes.” 

Business Enhancements 

 The Nicecream Bonus Zown - You own a small ice cream store.  You create a 5-

mile Zown around your store location.  Whenever 30 fans (Zown members) of 

your Zown are in the area, between 10 am and 7 pm (your store hours), it sends 

them this message:  “Hello fans of Nicecream!  30 of you are near our store.  The 

first three fans to come in and use the codeword “Gopher” will get a free medium 

ice cream!  Make sure to check out our new flavor, “Nice & Chunky”.” 

 The Kogi Truck Notification Zown - You are the owner of a mobile gourmet 

food truck.  You create five 1-mile Zowns in the various areas of the city that you 

usually park your truck.  Whenever you (your truck) enter one of the zones, it 

sends a message to any customer (Zown member) who is also in that Zown.  It 

says:  “The Kogi truck has arrived at the Brig!  Come on over and get some 

Korean & Mexican tacos.” 

 The LA Big-Beat Rave Zown - You are a music event producer and want to keep 

your concert location a secret until the last minute. You create a large Zown 

including all of Los Angeles.  On the night of the concert, you send out a message 

to everyone in the large Zown directing them to the smaller, second Zown at 
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location A.  When 50 people have arrived at location A, a message is sent 

revealing location B.  When 100 people have arrived at location B, a message is 

sent out directing everyone to the final event location. 

Games & Entertainment   

 The Venice, CA Modern Architecture Tour - You create a series of small Zowns 

(a Zown group) around Venice, California for modern architecture fans.  When 

any user enters the first Zown, they are sent a message with a link to a web page 

where they find details about the building at that location and directions to the 

next Zown. 

 The Urban Warrior Bike Zown – Each week, riders are challenged to bike from 

one Zown to another by any route available.  As each rider arrives in the first 

Zown, they are sent the location of the next one and so on.  Riders compete to see 

who can do the circuit the fastest and can compare routes on the Zown’s 

discussion page. 

 The Hot/Cold Geocaching Club –A scavenger-hunt game made of a series of 

consecutively smaller Zowns that inform players when they are “hot” (closer to 

the goal).  Players follow clues and narrow in on a single location where the prize 

is located.   

 The Underground Moonwalk Flash Mob – Ten small Zowns are scattered 

throughout the city subway system.  Anyone can join.  Whenever 50 members are 

together in a Zown, it sends a message with a link to a streaming Michael Jackson 

audio file and the message:  “Time to moonwalk, people!”. 

The current state of LBS’s (Location-based Services) 

There are thousands of LBS applications currently available for the iPhone and Android.  

Most of these apps are designed around very specific functions.  One such example 

would be to find where the ATM’s for a particular bank are near your current location.  A 

Google map is capable of directing users to an enormous (and growing) database of 

location-specific information.  Sites such as Yelp have been designed to add an additional 

layer of information (user-submitted reviews) on top of existing, free map data and 

already have mobile apps available or in development. 

 

A subset of LBS’s that Zowns is most likely to fall under is Location Based Social 

Networks (LBSN), which include the prominent mobile apps, Foursquare, Gowalla and 

Facebook Places.  While Zowns can unquestionably be used for creating LBSN style 

interactivity, it is not limited to this functionality.  There are currently more than 150 

individual applications in development and competing for this use scenario.  Most of 

these apps utilize a “check in” or “shout out my location” model for their primary 

function where users continually update their location information and post it to a general 

list of friends.  Users participate in a kind of playful competition for the most check in’s 

at a particular location.  Current LBS companies are counting on this voluntary user input 

to establish behavior patterns and monetize the resulting data.  They also partner with 

corporations and local businesses to give users rewards and incentives to explore 

sponsored content.  While this is an interesting strategy, (Foursquare currently boasts 5 

million users and is valued at around 100 million dollars) the user base is still limited to 
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those early adopters and people who are comfortable with extensive instant connectivity 

to others (generally a younger segment of the population).   

 

Why Zowns is unique and innovative 

User Generated Content 

Because Zowns are created by users for users, the possible applications are not limited to 

a specific “game mechanism” such as apps like Gowalla and Foursquare.  Users will find 

unique and innovative ways to apply the technology and the membership base will grow 

as more applications for Zowns are discovered.  A diverse range of communities will 

form around different types of Zowns and the Zowns website will facilitate this with 

postings, sharings and recommendations.  The volume of data that is generated by each 

Zown is minimal when compared to other user generated content such as video and 

pictures, minimizing server storage requirements. 

There is a Sense of Trust and Comfort with the Technology 

Recent studies have shown that although social networking has become an extremely 

popular method of communication, many users have an increased concern for privacy 

and a greater reluctance to share personal information.  Any technology that is capable of 

displaying a user’s real-time location to other users is going to face scrutiny from the 

majority of smart phone users.  Zowns attempts to ameliorate user concerns and reach the 

broadest user demographic with several characteristics: 

 

1. A Zown is single source of information for the user.  Instead of “broadcasting” 

their location to a list of friends for fun, the user is “listening” to receive a 

message based on their location. In other words, the user can be confident that 

their location is being detected for a very specific purpose: to receive a message 

they have deliberately signed up for.  

2. “My Zowns” The main page of the Zowns mobile app is designed to specifically 

address privacy concerns.  It allows the user to instantly see all their Zowns and 

manage two important features for each one:  They can turn the Zown on or off 

and they can show or hide their identity to other Zown members.  See Figure 1. 

Zowns Mobile Menu Flow. 
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Figure 1. Zowns Mobile Menu Flow 
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The User Interface is Extremely Intuitive 

The Zowns interface is both simple for the novice, but easily used by those with more 

experience. There is a “Zown Creation Wizard” (Figure 2. and Figure 3.) which guides 

the creator through four essential steps to construct a Zown.  The simplest Zown takes no 

more than 30 seconds to create. 

 

Zowns creation is utilitarian, but also entertaining and fun.  In functional terms it could 

best be described as a tool for scripting trigger events based on the physical location of 

the user.  In many ways, it is an extremely simplified video game “level editing” program 

with the real world as the gaming environment and the player’s physical location as the 

trigger mechanism.  As a tool, one of its main goals is to tap the user’s natural creative 

instincts via a well-designed UI and easily understood examples.  Each public Zown can 

be  templated and re-designed for other uses. 

 

Hyper-local Ad Service and Monetary Transactions 

The Zowns database enables advertisers to target ads to a very specific group of users in 

real-time proximity to a specific location.  This means that businesses can count on a 

customer who is nearby and using Zowns.  To facilitate Ad buying, a payment system 

must be designed to bill advertisers for ad servicing. With the additional capability of 

debit-style monetary transactions, Zowns could become a broker of transactions between 

businesses and their customers.  This would encourage creative Zown usage, facilitate 

Zown-based businesses (retail, entertainment, etc.) and provide an additional revenue 

source to Zowns.  
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Figure 2. Zown Creation Wizard Steps 1 and 2. 
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Figure 3. Zown Creation Wizard Steps 3 and 4. 
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2. The Zowns development strategy 

Technical Issues and Priorities 

Preferably, Zowns will be implemented by a small team using Agile software 

development techniques such as Extreme Programming (XP) or Feature Driven 

Development (FDD).  See Figure 4.  This document is intended to be the launch point for 

generating a comprehensive feature list or “User Story” in collaboration with the entire 

team during a short period of pre-production.  Each team member should feel a sense of 

collective ownership in the product. 

 

In order to resolve technical challenges, mobile application (possibly iPhone) 

development will take priority over the development of the supporting website.  Certain 

functions such as defining Zown areas, detecting and comparing users within a particular 

area will need to be solidly established and optimized before other coding can happen.  

The mobile application will need to take in to consideration several factors, including 

cpu/battery usage, bandwidth, server storage and processing requirements.  System 

architecture and class definitions should be developed from the beginning with the ability 

to move process functions dynamically from client to server depending on cost and 

resource issues.  A combination of push and pull technologies will be required. 

 

During development, it will be necessary to create a large database of pre-designed 

Zowns as examples for users to immediately pick up and work with.  The ability of users 

to see the wide range of applications for Zowns is a key element to its success. 
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Figure 4.  Agile Software Development 
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Graphic Style and Branding 

While the Zowns App and site will stay true to standard UI definitions (such as bottom 

tabs for the iPhone) and follow the right-branching flow style of current Apps, it needs to 

set itself apart by design.  It must appeal to a broad range of users.  Any interface that is 

too juvenile or playful should be avoided and yet, users (both young and old) need to feel 

intrigued with the possibilities.  There should be minimal clutter, either in graphic 

presentation or UI organization.  A balance between functionality and style will have to 

be developed.  The “shiny button” style of most current apps should be avoided.   

 

The “Zowns brand” is presented to the public as a company making an ingenious product 

that is both useful and fun.  Zowns empowers everyday people to use their current 

location information in simple ways that directly benefit them. In a time when people 

seem increasingly isolated and remote, Zowns brings them together in the real world.  

The company is ambitious, motivated, and aspires over time to have millions of loyal 

users. 

 

Branding Zowns may require a variety of traditional marketing media.  This unique and 

interesting product will naturally attract attention as it becomes more widely used.   In the 

end, word of mouth and excited Zown users become the primary means of growth. 
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A Sample Video Script for Web or Television 
 

                                                                FADE IN: 

 

   EXT. MALIBU, CA MOUNTAINTOP 

 

                Soothing, blue monochromatic (twitter.com) color palette.  

                A monk with shaved head and robes sits peacefully 

                meditating, watching the sun go down.  The vast Pacific 

                Ocean stretches into the distance with the coastline of 

                Santa Monica and Long Beach below him. He looks 

                peacefully into his hands.  

 

                CLOSE UP ON MONK'S HANDS 

 

                The monk is holding a smart phone in his hands.  On the 

                screen is a google map.  He draws a Zown with his 

                pointer finger and presses "send" on-screen. 

 

                                                                 CUT TO: 

 

 

 

                EXT. SANTA MONICA 3RD STREET PROMENADE 

 

                A random person's phone beeps and they check it out. 

 

                                                                 CUT TO: 

 

                                      PHONE: 

                          User GURU_1 has sent you a zone "hello"!! 

 

                The phone shows the map with a circle overlay 

                graphic and the additional message: 

 

                                      PHONE: (CONT'D) 

                          Take a moment to breathe and meet on the 

                          Promenade. 

 

                                                                 CUT TO: 

 

 EXT. MALIBU, CA MOUNTAINTOP 

 

                The monk smiles as he looks at his phone. 

 

                CLOSE UP ON PHONE 

 

                On the phone, various colored dots begin popping up and 

                moving around on the google map. 

 

                                                                 CUT TO: 

 

 

 

                EXT. SANTA MONICA 3RD STREET PROMENADE 
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                WIDE SHOT 

  

                Out of the seemingly random shopping chaos, people with 

                smart phones begin to gather in a circular shape.  

                Onlookers notice and watch in curiosity. 

 

                TOP DOWN SHOT 

 

                The final group assemble a circle while other shoppers 

                continue to mingle around. 

 

                                                                 CUT TO: 

 

 

 

                EXT. MALIBU, CA MOUNTAINTOP 

 

                On the monk's phone, we see the dots shaped inside a circle 

                and the message: 

 

                                      PHONE: 

                          SUCCESS! Sending message: "Present 

                          moment, wonderful moment." 

 

                                                                 CUT TO: 

 

   EXT. SANTA MONICA 3RD STREET PROMENADE 

 

                Everyone gets the message on their phone, and suddenly 

                the world is revealed in full, glorious color.  They all 

                notice each other and smile and wave. 

 

                WIDE SHOT 

 

                People meet each other, bow, hug and talk happily. 

 

                TEXT OVERLAY 

 

                                                                FADE IN: 

 

                Zowns.com 

 

                A new way to see the world 

 

                                                                 CUT TO: 

 

   EXT. MALIBU, CA MOUNTAINTOP 

 

                Full color. The monk sits peacefully still with closed 

                eyes. The setting sun shines warmly on his mona lisa 

                smile. 

 

                                                          FADE TO BLACK. 
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Launching the Product 

The product launch should be associated with some sort of event that actually uses the 

technology as a demonstration.  This need not require an expensive marketing campaign, 

but should cleverly involve as many people as possible.  One good example would be the 

NCAA Basketball tournament or “March Madness”.  There are 68 college teams playing 

over the course of one month and it is highly competitive.  A marketing campaign could 

be created that would have Zones on all the participating campuses, with various games 

requiring users to race to a popular part of campus immediately after a game.  There 

could be competitions among rival schools to see who can complete the challenge the 

soonest.  There could be twenty simultaneous campus games.  Because the tournament 

happens over the period of a month, each event would generate more interest as word 

spreads and students begin to notice their peers rushing around campus. 
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3. Feature List 
The feature list has been developed based on essential functionality requirements.  

Features are subject to change and reorganization at any time during pre-production. 

Zown Creation & Editing 

UI design for this component is crucial to the success of Zowns.  Users need to 

immediately begin thinking about creative Zown applications.  Eventually, Zowns 

becomes a marketing tool and source of revenue for a wide variety of businesses types. 

 Define Zown Location 

 Specify Members 

 Add Interactivity 

 Zown Creation Wizard 

 Free Zowns and “Pay to Play” Zowns 

Zown Home Page 

Each Zown will have a unique url that can be easily added to any other content.  Unless 

the Zown is private, you do not have to be logged in to see most of the Zown’s details.  

The Zown Home Page is designed to give a summary of its primary characteristics.  It is 

modified, managed and moderated by the Zown’s creator. 

 Map Location 

 Description 

 Members 

 Comments 

 Share with contacts 

 Zown Interactivity 

 Template the Zown 

Searching for Zowns and Users 

 By Keyword, Category, Proximity, Etc. 

 Filter Results 

 Sponsored Results 

App Store Availability 

Multiple Login Options 

Using a Facebook account will be particularly useful since it will make the user’s 

Facebook details accessible and importing contacts easy, etc. 

 Using a Zown Account 

 Using a Facebook Account 

 Additional Third Party Support 

Secure User Accounts 

 Email Verification 
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 App Installation Verification 

 Inactivity Detection & Removal 

 Importing/Exporting Contacts 

 Auto-Import of Facebook Contacts 

 Support for Various Address Book Formats 

User Profiles 

Zown user profiles are not as elaborate as a typical social networking site, reducing the 

amount of data that needs to be managed for potential analysis.  

 Unique url 

 Created Zowns 

 Zown Memberships 

 Friends or Contacts 

 Intrests, Etc. 

 Ability to “friend” other users 

  

Administration 

The Admin section is only visible to the current logged user.  It is where privacy settings 

and profile information is maintained.   

 Privacy Settings 

 Zown Deletion/Management 

 Profile Information 

 Zown Advertising 

 Zown Credit 

  

Mobile App Specific Features 

The mobile app will need to constantly monitor the user’s location and compare to user 

zown areas.  If a user enters a Zown, the database is queried to see if the conditions of the 

Zown’s interactivity script have been met and the server responds appropriately. 

 Zown “Control Interface” 

 Instant Zown Example  

Website Specific Features 

 Enhanced Interactivity Functions 

 Ad Buying  

 Zowns Company Information 

 Developer Opportunities 

 F.A.Q. 

 General Use Discussion Board 

Zown Advertising Opportunities 

 Zown Keyword Bidding System 
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 Create Ad Zowns 

 Sponsored Zowns 

 Targeted Ads and Suggestions 

 Payment Methodology for Advertisers 

 Guidelines for Ad Submissions 

 Examples of Successful Ad Zowns 

 

4. Business Models 
There are a variety of revenue sources to pursue with the most profitable model utilizing 

hyper-local targeted advertising.  With this model, Zowns becomes a new-media network 

with user-generated content.  As the owner of the network, opportunities will exist to be 

the producer of specialized content in addition to maintaining the site functionality and 

infrastructure.  With the addition of a credit/payment system, the network becomes a 

direct broker of monetary transactions.  These revenue sources could be in development 

while the core functionality of Zown creation and use is already being adopted by users. 

 

The Data Analysis Model (hyper-local bid-based advertising) 

This model requires the display of targeted advertising on the mobile app, alert messages, 

user pages, and/or Zown description pages.  Following the model of Google and 

Facebook, advertisers have the ability to bid on ad space that is specifically targeted to 

the interests of the end user.  Above and beyond this capability, Zowns allows advertisers 

the ability to create “Ad-Zowns” which can target immediate, hyper-local customers.  For 

example, if you were a camping supply retailer (such as REI) wanting to liquidate your 

summer stock of bicycles, you could bid to have your ad target users within a five mile 

radius (Ad-Zown) of the store who use biking-themed Zones between the age of 35 and 

65.  When the targeted user either:  a.) receives a Zown alert, b.) is browsing other users 

and Zowns, or c.) surfing Zowns.com, they will be served the appropriate hyper-local ad.  

Advertisers are then charged on a standard CPM or CPI basis.   

 

Like most LBS apps, Zowns can analyze real-time user location data.  Because the 

Zowns database contains user information for a wide variety of applications, advertisers 

are provided with trends for customer interest in a particular activity, product, or theme, 

based on location.  This model requires a new type of user category (the advertiser), and a 

data analysis section for the advertiser to reference when designing ads.   A bidding 

mechanism would calculate the market rate for certain criteria.  For example, if an 

advertiser were bidding only on the keyword “biking”, their ad would turn up a certain 

percentage of times on the phones and computers of all users with the keyword “biking” 

in their Zown data and/or personal information.  Without further limiting the search 

factors, this will likely be an expensive ad because the bidder is competing with every 

other bidder who is bidding on the keyword “biking”.  The combination of factors that a 

bidder selects will dictate how much the market rate is.  
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This system requires a method for defining the current high bid for particular 

combination of terms. There needs to be a algorithm to calculate how to fairly serve and 

price the ads based on the number of keywords or categories and bidders. This includes a 

methodology to track CPM’s and CPI’s, indicate to the advertiser how often their ad is 

being served and charge fees according to the agreed upon bid.  The fee system for this 

type of data delivery would have to be reasonable and competitive with similar targeted 

advertising on other sites. 

Ad-Free Software  

Users have the opportunity to buy an “ad-free” version of the mobile app for a onetime 

fee.  Although ads will still be featured on the web site, this will reduce the amount of 

hyper-local ad revenue from the mobile app and may not be viable.  Because the mobile 

unit is how proximity-based “Ad Zowns” are delivered and this would eliminate the 

ability to serve ads with that target requirement.   

Extended Feature Set Access 

There is a delineation of standard and extended features.  The extended technology would 

have to be developed and be compelling enough to justify the fee, which could be 

monthly, based on number of users or a flat rate for full SDK access. 

A Credit/Payment System 

Allows users to pre-pay and add credit to their account for use in specialty Zowns 

(entertainment, retail, etc.). The Zown sends a request for payment and transfers the 

appropriate amount to the Zown creator’s account.  This enables a pre-visit sale 

capability so users can pay in advance and have their coffee or lunch ready and waiting 

for them.  Creators of game or entertainment Zowns can charge small fees to allow the 

user to “buy” that Zown and play the game (and buy virtual items), take the tour, run the 

race, etc…  The transaction fee is less than standard credit card fees.   

Custom Zown Application Development 

Working with clients, the company creates more elaborate interaction, custom interfaces, 

and advanced technology.  In this case, the scope of the project would dictate pricing.  

Examples of these more elaborate Zowns would be: Complex and lengthy game 

experiences, convenient pre-payment for retail situations, or additional kinds of media 

delivery via the Zown. 
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5. In Conclusion 
Zowns could very well be the Killer App for Location-Based-Entertainment.  So far, the 

apps being developed are designed for a demographic of early adopters because they 

have not focused on creating a Utility. The primary mistake they make is assuming that 

everyone is technical and wants to broadcast their current location without completely 

understanding the point of it.   

 

In order for LBE to take off, users need to be supplied with a tool that is versatile, yet 

extremely easy to understand.  Once users begin to create interesting content with the 

tool, the utility and simplicity of the app will draw users from all walks of life.  A good 

example of this is the current generation of social networking sites.   

 

The existence of internet chat and messaging software predates Twitter by more than a 

decade.  In order for internet chat to really take off, someone had to come along and 

simplify the process in a way that the mass market could understand.  Likewise, My 

Space grew rapidly because it offered ordinary people with no programming experience 

the opportunity to create their own website, in addition to an easy way to send messages 

and find other people’s sites.  In the case of photos and video, it was possible to stream 

compressed video from a web server long before You Tube came along, but it took the 

facilitation of accounts, uploading, sharing and searching for videos – without being 

technical - for the user-based content of You Tube to explode. 

 

Just as all these aforementioned technologies were already in existence, so has the GPS, 

the maps database, the smart phone, etc. been available.  The technology that is required 

for Zowns is just beginning to mature, which means that it is the perfect time to develop.  

If properly implemented, the market for such a useful application is by definition very 

large.  

 


